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ntroduction

For well over 100 years, the dissertation has been
one of the hallmarks of doctoral education, with the dual
purpose of acting as an all-inclusive instructional tool for
doctoral students and requiring them to provide a
significant contribution to knowledge in their discipline
(Berelson 1960). Yet, based on insufficient research, a
substantial change has been made to the dissertation
in recent years, potentially impacting the likelihood of
being hired at a high-quality institution in many
disciplines, including the marketing discipline. The risk
therein is of doctoral programs over promising and
under delivering in terms of building the graduates’
ability to build a marketable ‘brand’ based upon quality
research publications. This momentous change has
come in the form of the multiple essay dissertation, a
format that involves doctoral students completing a
number of papers of journal-length rather than a single,

monographic document. An increasing number of
doctoral granting institutions now either mandate that
their students complete a multiple essay dissertation or
provide them the option of doing so in lieu of the
traditional, monographic dissertation. Many benefits
have been lauded of this new format but perhaps most
especially that it should serve as a superior instrument
in teaching doctoral students how to author papers
which can be readily published in academic journals in
addition to providing them with multiple papers which
can be submitted to journals before and/or after
graduation. Doctoral granting institutions are reportedly
switching to this relatively new format in an effort to
improve their graduates’ success in publishing their
work, which may, in turn, strengthen the institutions’
prestige. And if graduates are able to have more
manuscripts available for submission to academic
journals, doctoral granting institutions may be hopeful
that their graduates will be able to secure positions at
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higher ranked institutions with the multiple essay
dissertation format than might be possible otherwise.
Despite the growing popularity of this new
dissertation format, its outcomes in terms of the
publications of graduates have not been compared to
the monographic dissertation in the marketing
discipline. Since the stated aim of many doctoral
granting institutions who have switched already to this
new format or are considering doing so is in order to
enhance their graduates’ publishing success, there is a
great need for these institutions and the marketing
discipline as a whole to understand the effectiveness of
this new format in this regard. To date, the only
empirical work that has yet compared the comparative
outcomes of multiple essay and monographic
dissertations has been in the economics discipline, and
while graduates who completed multiple essay
dissertations published more journal articles, the results
varied significantly across the two relatively brief time
periods investigated (Stock and Siegfried 2013).
Consequently, some ponder whether the movement
toward the multiple essay dissertation format is
appropriate for doctoral graduates as well as doctoral
granting institutions (Baggs 2011; Bartula and Worrall
2012).
As such, the research question addressed herein is
whether there are differences in the comparative
outcomes, specifically, the quantity and quality of
academic journal publications and the rank of the
graduates’ initial hiring institution, of marketing Ph.D.
graduates who complete monographic dissertations
and multiple essay dissertations as well as the impact
of the doctoral granting institutions’ rank on this
process. Investigation of this research question
provides a contribution to the marketing education
literature by furthering understanding of the
instructional value of two widely used but disparate
dissertation formats. Many purport that multiple essay
dissertations may better equip doctoral students for the
realities of publishing in academic journals. Empirical
investigation of this assertion may help to enhance
understanding of how doctoral students in marketing
best learn the skills needed to publish their work. This
research also provides valuable information to doctoral
granting institutions in marketing regarding the role of
dissertation format in their graduates’ subsequent
research endeavors. If the multiple essay dissertation
format is indeed superior to the monographic
dissertation format in training doctoral students and
helping them better succeed in publishing their work,
then more institutions should consider switching to this
new format. Otherwise, changes to the long-standing
notion of a dissertation being a monographic document
detailing a single, more comprehensive research
endeavor may be unwarranted or even deleterious to
doctoral students and the marketing discipline. In this
exploratory research, we primarily investigate the
differential outcomes of the dissertation format used by
marketing Ph.D. graduates in terms of journal
publications.
The rest of the manuscript is organized as follows.
Extant literature and perspectives on dissertations are

reviewed in the following section. This is followed by the
methods used to conduct the empirical research along
with the results. Finally, we provide a discussion of our
findings in addition to the study’s limitations and
directions for future research.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Beginning in Germany in the mid-1800s, the
dissertation has, arguably, become the cornerstone of
doctoral education. Its purpose has traditionally been
viewed as being twofold: (1) to serve as a
comprehensive learning exercise for the doctoral
student and (2) to provide a substantial contribution to
knowledge in the discipline (Berelson 1960). Recently,
a third dimension to the dissertation’s purpose has
evolved and captured the attention of students,
programs, and hiring institutions: a concerted focus on
building the human brand capital of the doctoral student
in marketing to increase the likelihood of successful
placement at an institution (Close, Moulard, and
Monroe 2011; Stock and Siegfried 2013). Current
thought on optimizing the brand capital of a person
extends brand positioning theory to professionals (Dion
and Arnould 2016; Khedher 2014). Authoring a
dissertation can be considered part of the process of
establishing a graduate’s brand identity, setting
themselves apart from others in the field (Khedher
2014), building their cultural capital (Khedher 2018),
and acting as an important signal of a graduate’s
research productivity, potentially the most important
aspect of the graduate in the academic job market
(Zamudio, Wang, Haruvy 2013). Relatedly, the quality
of the socialization mechanisms, both formal and
informal, engaged in by the doctoral student play an
important role in positioning his or her ‘person brand’ as
a job candidate (Parmentier, Fischer, and Reuber,
2013). The dissertation could be considered a
formalized
program-level
or
‘university-driven’
socialization instrument designed to build field-specific
capital in the graduate (Trocchia and Berkowitz 1999).
Understanding the power of both formal and informal
social networks among marketing scholars (e.g. the coauthor network) has been identified as “the highestpriority research topic in marketing” (Goldenberg, Libai,
Muller, and Stremersch 2010, p. 561).
Applied in the context of seeking a first marketing
faculty position, effective branding may be more likely if
the faculty member has not only intellectually and
experientially learned the expected professional
practices in the academic field but has also behaviorally
conformed and fit to those expectations and enriched
his or her field-specific capital in such a way as to
significantly differentiate from others seeking the same
position (Parmentier, Fischer, and Reuber 2013; Patton
2013). Marketing doctoral students experience felt
connections between their perceived future market
(person-brand) value in the academic community and
the ability of the granting institution’s program and
faculty to produce results in and through them (Trocchia
and Berkowitz 1999). There appear to be five definable
human brand cues for doctoral students seeking their
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first marketing faculty position (Close, Moulard, and
Monroe 2011). Three of these brand cues are extrinsic
to the candidate and, in order of salary predictor
strength, are (1) the corporate brand or research
productivity of program faculty, (2) the co-brand or
research productivity of their advisor, and (3)
engagement with the AMA-Sheth Foundation Doctoral
Consortium. The two brand cues intrinsic to the
candidate are (1) a defended proposal at the time of
initial interviews and (2) manuscripts that are in or have
made it through the review process of top-tier marketing
journals. Relatedly, the present study investigates the
relationships between dissertation type used, with
hiring institutional rank; rank of doctoral institution; and
research productivity after the initial hire.
Until recent years, the dissertation was, almost
universally, viewed as “a lengthy document (typically
200-400 pages in length) on a single topic presented
through separate chapters for the introduction, literature
review, methodology, results, and conclusions” (Duke
and Beck 1999, p. 31); herein, we refer to this format as
a monographic dissertation. There has been an
ongoing call for change to the monographic dissertation
format, in part due to concerns that graduates utilizing
the format are not optimally prepared or trained to be
productive researchers. One of its biggest criticisms is
that its audience is almost invariably quite limited; very
few individuals apart from the dissertation committee
ever read the document, and even fewer monographic
dissertations are published in their entirety (Duke and
Beck 1999; Morton 2015). As it is quite rare for an
individual to ever compose more than one dissertation,
the generalizability of this format is also questionable
(Duke and Beck 1999). Lastly, the perception of the
monographic dissertation as being a monumental effort
is viewed by some as a contributing factor in the failure
of fifty percent of doctoral students to graduate (Barnes
and Randall 2012; Sheppard, Nayyer, and Summer
2000).
Consequently, institutions have been searching for
another dissertation format, one which would better
serve students and the discipline. As early as 1991,
nearly 20% of U.S. graduate schools surveyed had
already approved alternative formats to the
monographic dissertation (Council of Graduate Schools
1991), though alternatives have been more common in
the ‘hard’ sciences (Duke and Beck 1999). The most
common alternative to the monographic dissertation is
the multiple essay dissertation, sometimes referred to
as the manuscript option, whereby a series of papers
arranged for independent publication are collectively
treated as a dissertation (Gross, Alhusen, and Jennings
2012; Krathwohl 1994).
Unlike the monographic
dissertation, where it is generally necessary for the
author to condense the document into a length
acceptable for an academic journal, split the
dissertation into multiple manuscripts, or both, the
intended product of the multiple essay dissertation is a
number of papers ready to be submitted to academic
journals in their existing form (Bartula and Worrall 2012;
Sheppard, Nayyar, Summer 2000; Stock and Siegfried
2013). Purportedly, the multiple essay dissertation may

reduce the time it takes for doctoral students to publish
their work (Stock and Siegfried 2006), a major concern
among doctoral coordinators (Bearden, Ellen, and
Netermeyer 2000).
Further, and perhaps of greatest interest to many,
the multiple essay dissertation may lead to a greater
number of publications for the graduate, thus fueling an
early start to productive scholarly activity and not only
enhancing the competitiveness of their personal brand
in the marketplace but contributing to the quality image
of the advisors, program, and school (Ostriker, Kuh, and
Voytuk 2011). Indeed, one study of Ph.D. graduates in
economics found that, compared to graduates who
completed monographic dissertations, those who
completed multiple essay dissertations published an
average of almost one additional article within five years
of graduation, though these findings varied significantly
across the two time periods investigated and across
institutions with differing rankings (Stock and Siegfried
2013). The formal socialization structure of the multiple
essay dissertation is designed, in part, to foster coauthorships with advisors and/or committee members.
This may better train and socialize doctoral students for
the realities of publishing in the current environment as
the number of authors per journal publication has been
increasing over time (Talanga and Chia 2010).
If marketing Ph.D. graduates who complete multiple
essay dissertations are successful in publishing more
journal articles than graduates with monographic
dissertations, one would also expect them to have more
publications in top-tier marketing publications. Higher
ranked institutions may be more successful in adapting
to the relatively new format of multiple essay
dissertations as well. One would also expect that, due
to the presumption that they will be more successful in
publishing their work than others, graduates who
complete a multiple essay dissertation would be viewed
more attractively by hiring institutions, leading to an
improvement in the ranking of their hiring institution
compared to graduates who complete monographic
dissertations.
Despite the purported benefits of multiple essay
dissertations, some have expressed trepidation with
substituting the monographic dissertation with this
comparatively new format. Perhaps foremost among
these worries is that the multiple essay dissertation may
not be as effective of an instructional tool as the
monographic dissertation. Compared to monographic
dissertations, papers of journal length, as each of the
manuscripts in a multiple essay dissertation are
intended to be, lean towards lesser discussion of
relevant literature, research methods, and implications
(Reid 1978), causing some to ponder whether doctoral
students need the experience of writing a monographic
dissertation in order to learn the necessary research
skills in academia (Robinson and Dracup 2008). Some
faculty believe that the scope of a multiple essay
dissertation will be broader than that of a monographic
dissertation, thereby lessening the depth and rigor of
the former (Thomas 2015). When queried about the
possibility of replacing the monographic dissertation for
the multiple essay dissertation, one faculty member
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commented that “[w]riting a dissertation requires some
skills (e.g. drafting a book manuscript, planning of larger
work, more extensive execution of lit [sic] review,
methodology and analysis, etc.) that merely writing
shorter papers does not require or cultivate” (Bartula
and Worrall 2012, p. 18). This concern is shared by
Duke and Beck (1999, p. 35), who affirmed that “we
should not lose sight of the fact that the traditional
dissertation provides training in developing a
substantial, coherent research plan through a single
research study.” Some suggest that doctoral students’
ability to do independent academic work may be
diminished if multiple essay dissertations are
substituted for the monographic dissertation, even
going so far as to assert that such a change could result
in dilution of the value of a Ph.D. (Bartula and Worrall
2012; Stock and Siegfried 2013).
Existing faculty may not be supportive of the multiple
essay dissertation, and without the such support and
collaborative efforts from faculty, doctoral students
utilizing this format may experience difficulty in
producing essays that may be published later. A
majority of the criminal justice professors and
instructors in one survey were not supportive of the
multiple essay dissertation, particularly those who
possessed a Ph.D. (Bartula and Worrall 2012). Some
argue that the longstanding and widespread use of the
monographic dissertation in doctoral education across
a myriad of disciplines necessarily implies that it has
been a successful format (Duke and Beck 1999),
leading one to question whether adopting a new format
such as the multiple essay dissertation is called for.
Changing the ‘tradition’ of the monographic dissertation
may not be easy for many academics: “It’s a hazing
ritual passed down from another era, retained because
the Ph.Ds. before us had to do it” (Pannapacker in
Patton 2013, p. A20). Some doctoral students are
concerned that completion of a multiple essay
dissertation may adversely impact their success in
obtaining a desired academic position after graduation
(Thomas 2015).
Finally, multiple essays may lead to intellectual
property issues. Determining which dissertation
committee members should receive authorship and in
what order may be more problematic with multiple
essays as opposed to a monographic dissertation
(Baggs 2011; Bartula and Worrall 2012). Determining
whom the authors of each essay should be as well as
the order of authorship may be exceedingly challenging
(Gross, Alhusen, and Jennings 2012). In such cases
where a published manuscript is a requirement of
graduation, students may experience undue hardship
and delays in graduation when the manuscript is
rejected by journal reviewers (Duke and Beck 1999).
Journal editors report receiving submitted manuscripts
with cover letters explaining that the author cannot
graduate unless the decision is to create a pathway for
acceptance which places the editor in an untenable
position (Morton 2015). And while it is now common for
universities to make dissertations publicly available
online, some journals view this as publication of the
work(s) and will not consider it for review (Baggs 2011),

which may limit the number of outlets that graduates
who complete multiple essay dissertations may publish
their essays in.
In an effort to shed light on the comparative
outcomes of graduates who complete monographic and
multiple essay dissertations, we evaluate the relative
number of journal publications achieved by marketing
Ph.D. graduates in absolute terms and across multiple
factors. While this topic has been researched by Stock
and Siegfried (2013) with regard to doctoral students in
the economics discipline, our research is notably
different in four ways. First, rather than examine a
narrow cohort group, we investigate a large percentage
of marketing Ph.D. graduates in the U.S. over an
eleven-year period, providing significantly greater
generalizability. Second, we examine Ph.D. graduates
in the marketing discipline; differences in the economics
and marketing disciplines may well manifest
themselves in the outcomes of doctoral graduates.
Third, we investigate not only the impact of rankings of
Ph.D. programs, a factor known to impact graduates’
success on the academic job market (e.g. Volkov,
Chira, and Premti 2016; Zamudio et al. 2013), on the
productivity of graduates with monographic and multiple
essay dissertations but also the impact of dissertation
format on the ranking of the graduates’ hiring institution;
Stock and Siegfried (2013) found that Ph.D. graduates
from higher ranked doctoral institutions who used the
multiple essay dissertation published more journal
articles than did graduates from lower ranked doctoral
institutions using the same. Fourth, in addition to
examining the total number of journal publications
authored by the Ph.D. graduates, we also investigate
the number of top-tier marketing journal publications
they produce. The impact of the Ph.D. graduates’
gender on the number of journal articles published is
also examined as Stock and Siegfried (2013) found that
male graduates publish significantly more journal
articles than female graduates. Details on the methods
used are discussed in the following section.
METHODS
Data collection began by assembling a listing of all
marketing Ph.D. graduates listed in the Who Went
Where survey published annually by the American
Marketing Association’s Doctoral Student special
interest group from 2003 through 2013. These reports
provide information about a very inclusive, though
admittedly not exhaustive, list of marketing Ph.D.
graduates in the U.S. along with the institution granting
their Ph.D. and the graduates’ hiring institution.
Participation in the survey is encouraged by doctoral
program coordinators across the U.S. and solicited
through the ELMAR listserv, the Association for
Consumer Research, and the Doctoral Student special
interest group. These surveys provided the names,
doctoral granting institutions, and hiring institutions for
1,150 graduates.
Each graduate’s dissertation was then examined
using the University of Michigan ProQuest dissertation
database, the largest repository of graduate
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dissertations in the world, to determine the type of
format used; examination of the table of contents of
dissertations readily reveals both the dissertation
format as well as the number of essays included for
multiple essay dissertations. Two techniques were used
to determine the number of journal publications of the
graduates as well as the journals themselves, with
particular attention to top-tier marketing journals. The
preferred method was to examine graduates’ current
curriculum vitae for a listing of their publications. When
this was not possible (e.g. no current curriculum vitae
could be located), a search for publications by each

graduate was conducted using the Business Source
Premier database and Google Scholar. After
eliminating graduates for whom complete data could
not be compiled, a total of 896 graduates remained in
the dataset. Rankings of both the doctoral granting
institutions in marketing as well as the graduates’ hiring
institutions followed those developed by Urbancic
(2008). Granting and hiring institutions were
categorized by quartiles such that the top 25% highest
ranking institutions were placed in the 4th quartile, etc.
Sample descriptive statistics by quartile rank of
institution and by gender can be found in Table 1.
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Table 1
Sample Descriptors
Male Doctoral Student Monographic Essay: Institutional Rank, Publications, and Top Tier Journal Productivity
Granting Institution (GI)
Hiring Instituion (HI)
Institution (Quartiles)
Q4
Q3
Q2
Q1
Q4
Q3
Q2
Institution (Public %)
72.8
85.9
94.3
79.2
61.5
58.3
75

Q1
86.7

AVE Quartile Rank of GI 1

34.04

2

AVE Quartile Rank of HI
Students (#)
Essays (#)
Articles published # (AVE)

11.13

28.89

49.09

69.32

20.6

31.39

30.75

35.68
38.16
45.93
61
11.04
31.29
47.71
70.73
92
92
53
53
26
24
24
30
92
92
53
53
26
24
24
30
659 (7.49) 713 (8.10) 459 (9.98) 321 (6.17) 332 (12.77) 255 (11.09) 158 (6.58) 264 (9.78)

Articles published in Top Jnls #3

54

36

37

26

16

14

10

16

Articles in Top Jnls (%) 3

8.2

5

8.1

8.1

4.8

6.2

6.3

6.1

Female Doctoral Student Monographic Essay: Institutional Rank, Publications, and Top Tier Journal Productivity
Granting Institution (GI)
Hiring Instituion (HI)
Institution (Quartiles)
Q4
Q3
Q2
Q1
Q4
Q3
Q2
Institution (Public %)
62
95.3
93.2
88.9
22.2
85.7
80
AVE Quartile Rank of GI 1
AVE Quartile Rank of HI 2
Students (#)
Essays (#)
Articles published # (AVE)
Articles published in Top Jnls #3
Articles in Top Jnls (%)

3

11.64

29.61

48.41

69.78

25.06

31.5

35

AVE Quartile Rank of HI 2
Students (#)
Essays (#)
Articles published # (AVE)

36.27

31.77
38.23
42.11
43.88
9.67
32.07
48.8
69.63
50
64
44
36
18
14
15
16
50
64
44
36
18
14
15
16
367 (7.34) 502 (7.84) 407 (9.93) 220 (6.88) 165 (9.17) 149 (10.64) 99 (6.60) 203 (13.53)
19

38

26

19

11

10

10

5

5.2

7.6

6.4

8.6

6.7

6.7

10

2.5

Male Doctoral Student Multiple-Essay: Institutional Rank, Publications, and Top Tier Journal Productivity
Granting Institution (GI)
Hiring Instituion (HI)
Institution (Quartiles)
Q4
Q3
Q2
Q1
Q4
Q3
Q2
Institution (Public %)
69.4
44.4
84.6
72.7
40
66.7
53.8
AVE Quartile Rank of GI 1

Q1
75

13.97

31.26

51.35

69.27

35.35
31.64
38.86
59
36
27
26
11
84
71
64
27
208 (5.94) 103 (3.96) 178 (6.85) 56 (5.09)

Q1
75

27.75

23.6

29.1

30.14

12.2
15
36
82 (5.47)

29.33
12
27
77 (6.42)

48.62
13
29
91 (7)

68.63
8
19
49 (6.13)

Articles published in Top Jnls #3

15

13

15

2

5

3

10

8

Articles in Top Jnls (%) 3

7.2

12.6

8.4

3.6

6.1

3.9

11

16.3

Female Doctoral Student Multiple-Essay: Institutional Rank, Publications, and Top Tier Journal Productivity
Granting Institution (GI)
Hiring Instituion (HI)
Institution (Quartiles)
Q4
Q3
Q2
Q1
Q4
Q3
Q2
Institution (Public %)
68.4
64.3
90
84.6
66.7
63.6
66.7

Q1
61.5

AVE Quartile Rank of GI 1

25.91

AVE Quartile Rank of HI 2
Students (#)
Essays (#)
Articles published # (AVE)
Articles published in Top Jnls #3
Articles in Top Jnls (%)

3

11.95

31.18

48.6

67.23

31.92

42.27
40
46
31.17
13.4
38
28
20
13
15
89
74
51
30
34
215 (6.52) 170 (6.80) 141 (7.83) 55 (4.58) 122 (8.71)

39.33
32.73
11
28
52 (5.20)

37.33

48.67
71.38
9
13
22
31
55 (6.11) 32 (2.91)

12

13

11

6

7

4

3

6

5.6

7.6

7.8

10.9

5.7

7.7

5.5

18.8

1

Subsample GI rank compared to rank of HI.

2

Subsample HI rank compared retrospectively to rank of GI.

3

Top-tier Jnls: Journal of Marketing , Journal of Marketing Research , Journal of Consumer Research , Marketing Science
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RESULTS

of essays completed was two or three; only eight
dissertations that consisted of four essays were
included in our dataset. In 2003, three two-essay and
two three-essay dissertations were completed; by 2013,
this had expanded to twenty-two and fifteen,
respectively.

Over the eleven-year period investigated, the number
of graduates in the dataset who completed a multiple
essay dissertation certainly increased, as illustrated in
Figure 1. Among this group, the most common number

Figure 1
Number and Type of Dissertation Completed in Marketing by Year of Graduation
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A comparison of the number of journal articles
published by graduates using the different dissertation
formats was then conducted; the results are shown in
Table 2. Considering that the number of graduates with
multiple
essay
dissertations
has
expanded
considerably across the period covered in the dataset,
the length of time since graduation was included as a
covariate as this should lead to more journal
publications. An ANCOVA indicates that graduates with
monographic dissertations authored more journal
articles (n = 643, mean number of publications = 8.25)
than those graduates with multiple essay dissertations
(n = 253, mean number of publications = 6.08), a

difference which is statistically significant (F[1,894] =
4.92, p = .027); length of time since graduation is a
significant covariate (F[10,885] = 5.99, p < .001).
Further, a comparison of graduates with two-essay and
three-essay dissertations in terms of articles published
indicates that there is no significant difference between
these two formats (n = 138, mean number of
publications for two-essay graduates = 5.84; n = 107,
mean number of publications for three-essay graduates
= 6.25; F[1,894] = 1.95, p = .164); four-essay
dissertations are not included in this comparison due to
there being so few in the dataset.
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Table 2
Number of Publications across Dissertation Formats

Sample size
Mean number of publications
Mean
number
of
top-tier
marketing journal publications

Sample size
Mean number of publications
Mean
number
of
top-tier
marketing journal publications

Sample size
Mean number of publications
Mean
number
of
top-tier
marketing journal publications

Monographic
Dissertations
643
8.25

Multiple
Essay
Dissertations
253
6.08

0.50

0.43

0.929

Two-Essay
Dissertations
138
5.84

Three-Essay
Dissertations
107
6.25

p-value for
Difference

0.45

0.40

0.635

Male
Graduates
491
7.64

Female
Graduates
352
7.64

1.000

0.5

0.46

0.440

The quality of journal publications was also
compared across the dissertation formats by comparing
the number of publications authored by the graduates
in top-tier marketing journals, namely, the Journal of
Marketing, the Journal of Marketing Research, the
Journal of Consumer Research, and Marketing
Science. Graduates with monographic dissertations
published an average of .50 top-tier marketing journal
publications, and graduates with multiple essay
dissertations published an average of .43 of the same,
an insignificant difference (F[1,894] = .01, p = .929).
Again, length of time since graduation is a significant
covariate (F[10,885] = 3.87, p < .001). A comparison of
graduates with two-essay and three-essay dissertations
in terms of top-tier marketing journal publications
reveals no significant difference between these two
formats (two-essay = .45, three-essay = .40, F[1,894] =
.23, p = .635).
The impact of the ranking of the Ph.D. granting
institutions on the graduates’ number of journal article
publications was also examined. This indicates that
there is no significant interaction between the
dissertation format and the ranking of the Ph.D. granting
university (F[41,854] = .61, p = .969), indicating that an
institution’s ranking does not appear to have an impact
on its graduates’ journal publications across the
dissertation formats. Similarly, a comparison of
graduates with monographic and multiple essay
dissertations in terms of top-tier marketing journal
publications by the ranking of the Ph.D. granting
institution revealed no significant interaction between
dissertation format and the ranking of the Ph.D. granting
university (F[42,854] = .49, p = .996); the graduating
institution’s ranking does not appear to have an impact
on the number of its graduates’ top-tier marketing
journal publications across the dissertation formats.

p-value for
Difference
0.027

0.164

The impact of dissertation format on the ranking of
the graduates’ hiring institution was investigated. There
is no significant difference between the rankings of
graduates’ hiring institutions across multiple essay and
monographic dissertations (F[1,894] = 1.45, p = .229).
In order to examine for a potential confounding effect,
the relationship between the ranking of Ph.D. granting
institutions and graduates’ hiring institutions was also
investigated; this indicated that there is a very weak,
though statistically significant, relationship between the
two variables (Spearman’s rho = .170, p = .011). As this
relationship is quite weak, its potential to confound the
results appears low.
Finally, we examine the impact of gender. Regarding
the number of publications produced by the graduates,
there is no significant interaction effect between gender
and the number of essays (F = .301, df = 3, p = .824);
no significant main effect is present either (F = .000, df
= 1, p = 1.000); interestingly, both males and females
authored an average of 7.64 journal articles. Similarly,
regarding the number of top-tier marketing journal
publications authored by graduates, there is no
significant interaction effect between gender and the
number of essays (F = .232, df = 3, p = .874) and no
significant main effect (mean number of top-tier
marketing publications for males = .50, mean number
of top-tier marketing publications for females = .46, F =
1.034, df = 1, p = .440).
DISCUSSION
In an effort to improve its effectiveness as a teaching
tool, many have desired for changes to be made to the
doctoral dissertation. One of the most notable changes
in recent years has been the move among many
doctoral granting institutions to allow or require their
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students to complete multiple essays as a substitute for
a single, monographic length dissertation. This
relatively new format is purported by many to be
superior under the presumption that it better trains
graduates in the development of journal-length papers
as opposed to the far less used monographic format, in
addition to providing graduates with multiple papers
ready for submission to journals. Our findings clearly
suggest that there is a trend among doctoral granting
institutions in marketing toward greater use of the
multiple essay dissertation format. Two-essay
dissertations appear to be somewhat more common
than three-essay dissertations, while the four-essay
model is rarely used.
Despite this trend, within the marketing discipline it
appears that multiple essay dissertations do not result
in more academic publications for Ph.D. graduates.
Conversely, graduates who complete traditional,
monographic length dissertations appear to produce
more journal articles, even when accounting for the
trend toward greater use of the multiple essay format
over the period investigated. There is no difference in
terms of the number of publications in top-tier marketing
journals across these two formats. Counter to prior
research (Stock and Siegfried 2013), we find no
difference in the effectiveness of either dissertation
format across the ranking of the graduates’ Ph.D.
programs, nor are significant differences observed
across graduates’ gender.
Finally, there is no
significant difference in the ranking of graduates’ hiring
institutions across the two dissertation types, implying
that institutions of all ranks are equally accepting of both
formats.
Given the movement toward multiple essay
dissertations, our findings might seem counter-intuitive
to some, but there are a number of plausible
explanations. First, it may well be that existing faculty’s
concern regarding the lesser ability of the multiple
essay dissertation as an instructional tool (Bartula and
Worrall 2012) is justified. The ability of the monographic
dissertation to provide “training in developing a
substantial, coherent research plan through a single
research study” may not hold true with alternative
formats such as the multiple essay dissertation (Duke
and Beck 1991, p. 35). While a monographic length
research document is not commonly used after the
doctoral student graduates, the effort devoted to a
single, in-depth project may provide greater and/or
longer lasting instructional value.
Second, the frequent need for a paper to be written
for a specific journal (Summers 2001) may at least
partially negate one of the purported benefits of the
multiple essay dissertation. When doctoral students are
crafting each of their essays, concerns about meeting
the requirements of the dissertation committee or the
institution may override their desire or ability to
compose the paper in the format and style demanded
by a specific journal. As noted by Baggs (2011), the final
version of a dissertation essay accepted by a journal
may be very dissimilar from what was originally
submitted to the dissertation committee. Such
significant revision to the paper might comprise no less

effort than would be involved in condensing and
reworking material from a monographic dissertation,
thereby annulling one of the key proposed benefits of
the multiple essay format.
Third, anecdotal evidence suggests that it is
common for graduates using the multiple essay format
to never publish one or more of their essays and/or to
combine their essays in order to publish their work in
academic journals. In both instances, the advantage of
having multiple papers to submit to journals may be at
least partially negated. Perhaps this occurrence is due
to dissertation advisors and committee members being
more likely to perceive significant contributions to the
discipline among each of the essays than journal
reviewers.
Fourth, it appears to be common for at least one of
the essays in a multiple essay dissertation to be
conceptual in nature. With a two-essay dissertation, for
instance, it seems typical for the first essay to be
conceptual and the second essay to be empirical. Given
that the overwhelming majority of published articles in
the marketing discipline are not purely conceptual, this
may create a significant hurdle for graduates attempting
to publish such an essay. This may necessitate that
graduates either gather empirical data pertinent to a
conceptual paper, which may well be superfluous if they
have already collected such data for another of their
essays, or leave them with comparatively few
publication outlets interested in their work.
Fifth, universities’ practice in posting graduates’
dissertations to the Internet, whether they are
comprised of a monograph or multiple essays, may
inhibit the graduates’ ability to publish the work later.
Certain journals refuse to consider manuscripts for
publication if they have been posted to the Internet with
public access, citing this as publication of the work
(Baggs 2011). This is likely to be a far greater threat to
graduates who complete multiple essay dissertations
since their essays are intended to already be in a similar
length and layout to that desired by academic journals,
whereas graduates who complete monographic
dissertations must usually condense their work into one
or more manuscripts of journal length.
While the specific causal mechanisms underlying
the observed differences between the two dissertation
formats are not precisely known, we cautiously offer
some potential recommendations for doctoral granting
institutions in the marketing discipline on the bases of
our findings and the literature. First, these institutions
should carefully evaluate whether they should switch to
this comparatively new format or, if they have already
made this change, whether they should at least provide
their doctoral students with the option of completing a
monographic dissertation. Highly ranked doctoral
institutions should be warned that our findings do not
suggest that their graduates have been more
successful with multiple essay dissertations than other
graduates. Assessment efforts play an important role in
this potentially momentous decision (Barnes and
Randall 2012) and should be conducted regularly by
marketing doctoral programs to establish and track the
outcomes of graduates to determine whether it is
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producing their desired results. Further, institutions’
whose goals for multiple essay dissertations go beyond
improving their doctoral students’ subsequent success
in publishing their work may find this format to be
appropriate.
Second, doctoral granting institutions using the
multiple essay format might wish to specify that all or, in
the case of three or four essay dissertations, at least a
majority of the essays completed have an empirical
component. Doing so may improve graduates’ success
in publishing their work as there are substantially more
outlets for empirical than solely conceptual
manuscripts. Third, for institutions using the multiple
essay format, dissertation committees should be
particularly mindful as to whether the contribution to
knowledge made by each of the essays will be viewed
as significant by potential journal reviewers. The need
for graduates to often combine multiple essays in order
to publish their work suggests that this may often not be
the case. Fourth, doctoral granting institutions should
consider limiting the public’s access to multiple essay
dissertations in particular as this practice may preclude
graduates from subsequently publishing their work in
certain academic journals.
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